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	.NET Web Services is the authoritative guide to designing and architecting better Web services using Microsoft technologies. Written by Keith Ballinger, a Program Manager for XML Web Services at Microsoft, this book explains what Web services are, why they exist, and how they work in .NET. Readers will gain a thorough understanding of the technologies that allows them to take full advantage of .NET.


	The book opens with an introduction to Web services and Web services standards. It then explores .NET technologies and examines how the .NET Framework gives developers the tools they need to build Web service applications. The core of the book focuses on the key specifications that make up the Web services architecture, from HTTP to SOAP to WS-Security. .NET Web Services concludes with the author's expert advice on architecting and designing Web service applications.
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SQL Server Query Performance TuningApress, 2014

	Queries not running fast enough? Wondering about the in-memory database features in 2014? Tired of phone calls from frustrated users? Grant Fritchey’s book SQL Server Query Performance Tuning is the answer to your SQL Server query performance problems. The book is revised to cover the very latest in performance optimization...
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Advances in Spinal Fusion: Molecular Science, BioMechanics, and Clinical ManagementCRC Press, 2003
Advances in Spinal Fusion reveals a new generation of materials and devices for enhanced operations in spinal fusion. This reference showcases emerging research and technologies in areas such as biodegradable implants, drug delivery, stem cell isolation and transfection, cell encapsulation and immobilization, and the design of 2D and 3D scaffolds...
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Growing Up Online: Young People and Digital TechnologiesPalgrave Macmillan, 2007
“From blogs to video games, from living rooms to internet café’s, from Africa to Canada, Growing up Online has it all.  Transcending the hype and moral panic that typically pervade adult discourses about youth and media, the essays in this collection deconstruct the complexities of young people’s relationship with a...
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Developing Tablet PC Applications (Programming Series)Charles River, 2003
The new Tablet PC combines the latest incarnation of previous notebook  computing technologies (i.e., digital ink and voice commands) with the power and  reliability of Windows XP, possibly making it the most versatile PC ever.  Developing Tablet PC Applications teaches programmers how to create  applications for this exciting new...
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Java Threads and the Concurrency UtilitiesApress, 2015

	This concise book empowers all Java developers to master the complexity of the Java thread APIs and concurrency utilities. This knowledge aids the Java developer in writing correct and complex performing multithreaded applications.


	Java's thread APIs and concurrency utilities are among its most powerful and challenging...
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Beginning Photo Retouching and Restoration Using GIMPApress, 2014

	Beginning Photo Retouching & Restoration Using GIMP teaches the reader how to achieve professional results using this high end image editor. You'll learn how to do everything from making dull images "pop" to resurrecting badly damaged photographs deemed beyond any hope of rescue. There's no need to shell out...
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